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The isotherm and compositionmodel of Forsyth and Press (1971) for a mid-oceanridge
system is combinedwith recent data on the electrical conductivitiesof basalt and olivine.
The responseof the resultingtwo-dimensionalconductivitymodel to geomagneticvariations
is calculatedby using the numerical methodsof Jonesand Pascoe (1971) for periodsof 5
min, 1 hour, and 1 day. The resultsshow that the electricalconductivitystructurebeneath
sucha ridge can be best detectedby usingmagnetotelluricobservationson the sea floor.

The natural variations with time of the geomagneticfield providea very convenientenergy
source for measuringthe deep electrical conductivity structure of the earth. Traditionally

lem of interpretingactual observations
may be

such measurements have been made on land,

tion.

more difiqcult,since the inversion of data recorded over such a two-dimensional

although the last ten years have seen the developmentof techniquesby which observations
can be made at sea. Technical and theoretical

aspects of electrical and magnetic measurements at sea are discussedby Schneyer and
Fonarev [1968], Hermance [1969], Berdichevskiy and Van'yan [1969], Richards [1970],
Bullard and Parker [1971], and Cox et al.
[1971].
This paper will test whether the structure
beneath a mid-oceanridge can be detectedby
usingelectromagnetic
observations.
A particular
model for the composition and the thermal
structureof a spreadingridge is combinedwith
recent data on the electrical conductivity of
the relevant materials. The response of this
electrical conductivity structure to alternating
primary horizontalmagneticfieldsis then computed by usingnumericalmethodsto solvethe
differential equationsinvolved.
Only one model has been considered,and it

structure

can be expectedto be highly nonuniquein soluUPPER-MANTLE MODEL

Figure I presentsthe modellithospherecontaining an active mid-oceanridge.The solidus
regionand the isothermsare adaptedfrom the
wet peridotitc model of Forsyth and Press
[1971]. Temperaturesat depths of >100 km
are those calculatedby MacDonald [1965] for
an oceanic mantle with uranium concentrations

of 5.5 X 10-8 g/g and an opacity of 10 cm-•.
The

model

consists of four

conductors with

widely varying electrical properties.A 5-km
ocean and sediment layer with an electrical
conductivityof 4 mhos m-• overliesa basaltic
crust 8 km thick. Beneath the crust lies the

peridotRemantle, which is taken to have an
electrical conductivity equal to that of olivine
becauseolivine is the major continuousphase

present[Tozer, 1959]. Includedin the mantle
beneaththe ridge axis is a zoneof partial melting with an electricalconductivityequalto that
of molten basalt. This model supposesthat the
should be noted that this model does not take
molten basalt is a continuousphasewithin the
into account the evidence of Cox et al. [1971]
for relatively high conductivity beneath the solidusregion and that it acts as an electrical
sea floor. Further, although the model consid- shunt to the olivine of lower conductivity. If
ered should evidently be easily detected by this assumptionwere invalid, the conductivity
usingsea floor observations,the practical prob- contrast at the ridge would be reduced.No
allowanceis made for the possibleextensionof
x Now at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California, Livermore, California 94550. the highly conductingzone to a depth of >70
km.
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Figure 2 showsrepresentativedata for the
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Fig. 1. Scale diagram of the wet peridotite model of Forsyth and Press [1971] showing
composition and isotherms.

electrical conductivity of basalt together with
all available data for olivine of a composition
near 10 mole % fayalite, the most likely composition for olivine in the mantle [Fujisawa,
1968]. The range of the electrical conductivity
data for basalt is less than an order of magnitude for most temperatures, and an average

The effect of pressureon electrical conductivity is not consideredin these calculations.
There is considerabledisagreementamong the
literature valuesof pressurederivatives[Duba,
1972], and the effect of pressure on conductivity is likely to be small at the depths in the
earth relevant to the present calculations.

value of 10-5 rdho m -• at 300øC is used. For
COMPUTATIONS

molten basalt an electrical conductivity of 2
Becausea mid-oceanridge is reasonablyapmhos m-• has been taken [Watanabe, 1970].
The olivine data are not so easily resolved, proximatedby a two-dimensionalstructure, its
sincethey range,over 3 ordersof magnitude electromagneticresponsecan be specified by
for most temperatures. This range is reduced just two separate cases'E polarizationwith a
by discardingthe data for the Red Sea olivine horizontalmagnetic'field acrossthe strike and
and those of Bradley et al. [1964] for a syn- H polarizationwith a horizontalmagneticfield
thetic olivine. Conductivity values obtained by along the strike. For these two cases great
averaging the bulk of the determinations in simplificationoccursin the equationsgoverning
Figure 2 were used in the calculationsfor tem- the electromagnetic
phenomena[e.g., Jonesand
peratures of <1200øC. From 1200ø to 1500øC Price, 1970]. For a givenhorizo.nta!
sourcefield
the Red Sea olivine data were used,sincethey the equations can be solved numerically once
are the only high-temperature data for olivine a suitable conductivity structure grid has been
of geophysicalinterest and sincethey represent set up.
higher conductivity values than those that
The numericalresultsof this paper were obwould be producedby extrapolatingthe lower- tained by usingthe methodsgiven by Jonesand
temperature data of other olivine. An upper Pascoe [1971] and Pascoeand Jones [1972]. A
limit of 10-• mho m -• was set for the electrical
grid of 40 X 40 conductivity units was deterconductivityof the mantle at depth, consistent mined from the thermal and compositionaldata
with the results of Banks [19.69] and Parker
in Figure I combined with the conductivity
[1970] from analyses of global geomagnetic data in Figure 2. The horizontal and vertical
variations.
spacingsof the grid points used are listed be-
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Fig. 2. Electrical conductivity for olivine with 10 mole % fayalite and some representative
basalts. Numbers refer to the following studies. Olivine single crystals: 1, Duba [1972]; 2,
Duba et al. [1972]; 3, Hughes [1953]; 4, Hughes [1955]; 5, Kobayashi and Maruyama [1971].
Olivine powders: 11, Bradley et al. [1964]; 13, Hamilton [1965]; 17, Schult emd Schober
[1969]. Basalt: 21, Coster [1948]; 22, Watanabe [1970] (dry); 23, Watanabe [1970] (wet); 24,
Khitarov et al. [1970] (quartz tholeiite); 25, Khitarov et al. [1970] (olivine tholeiite).

low; the model is symmetricalabout the ridge
axis.

Horizontal grid spacings: 40 km, 17 intervals of
20 km, 4 intervals of 10 km, 17 intervals of 20
km, 40 km
Vertical grid spacings: 90 km, 50 km, 10 kin, 5
km, 1 km, air-ocean interface, 6 intervals of 1
km, 18 intervals of 4 km, 7 kin, 10 km, 15 km,
25 km, 40 km, 4 intervals of 50 km, 60 km, 70
km

with an amplitudeof 50 nT (1 nT -- 1 y).
Apparent resistivitiesare also computedaccordingto the magnetotelluricformula

]O
a = 0,2T JEi/Hyl
where pa is the apparent resistivity in ohm
meters,T is the period in seconds,
and Ex and
Hy are in the practical units of millivolts per
kilometer and nanoteslas,respectively.
DISCUSSION

The results for E polarization are presented
graphically in Figures 3a-3d. Similar cmnputations were also made for H polarization, but
they showed no detectable effect over the
spreadingridge.
Amplitudesare shownfor the three E polarization componentsEx, Hy, and Hz on both the

The surface horizontal field amplitude of 50
nT with which the results of Figures 3a-3c are
normalized is reasonablefor variations of periods of I hour and I day. Such an amplitude
would be unusually large for variations of

sea surface

and the

tudes for the minute variations of Figures 3a-3c

normalized

in

terms

sea floor.

of

All

a surface

values

are

horizontal

magnetic field remote from the central ridge

periodsof severalminutes,and so the ampliare probably greater than those that would
occur in practice.

OCEAN RIDGE MODEL
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Fig.3. Response
of theridgeconductivity
structure
to an alternating
horizontal
magnetic

source
fieldat rightanglesto the strikeof the ridge.(a) Amplitudeof the horizontalelectric

fieldEx parallelto theridge.(b) Amplitude
of thehorizontal
magnetic
fieldHy. (c) Amplitudeof the verticalmagnetic
fieldHz. (d) Apparentresistivity
computed
by usingEx and
Hy. HereM, H, andD standfor variationperiods
of 5 min,1 hour,and1 day,respectively,
andS andF referto calculations
for the seasnrface
andthe seafloor,respectively.
In Figures3a-3cthe valuesare appropriate
for a surfaceHy field with an amplitudeof 50 nT

remote from the ridge structure.

The strongeranomalies
in the centralregions many places has a strong vertical component
of Figures3b-3d showthat magneticstorms [Roden, 1964; Bullard and Parker, 1971]. The
and bayswith powerin the periodrangeof an strongesteffectsin Figure 3 appear to be in
houror morewouldbe usefulin detecting
the Hy, particularlyon the seafloor; the greatest
conductivitystructurebeneatha spreading variation in the apparent resistivitydata is for
oceanridge. Using the diurnal variation and its

the hour sea floor case,and the observationof

subharmonics
wouldalsobe possible,
although this variationby usingseafloor magnetotelluric
the effectof thesevariationscanbe expected
to methods would be a worthwhile geophysical
be morecomplicated
thanthat calculated
here, target.
particularly because the diurnal variation in

The practicalproblemsof carryingout such
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marine operationsmay be immense,particularly
becauseof the topographicalrelief of a typical
mid-ocean ridge. However, the types of deepsea magnetic variometersdevelopedby Filloux
[1967] and V. Vacquier (personal communicarl.on, 1971) may have applications to this
problem. It is even possiblethat at someplaces
conditionswould be appropriate for observing
the variation anomaly by using the method of
Hill and Mason [1962] in which a total-field
recordingmagnetometeris floated on the ocean
surfacein a buoy.
The results of these calculations demonstrate
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Lett., 15, 301-304, 1972.
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